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Join the Winning Team
at Stanton Chase
Come join a world-leading team of executive search professionals.
Stanton Chase has grown in size, scope and reputation, currently numbering 72 offices in 45 countries. Our growth
and success is attributed to our cooperative structure and continuous, uncompromising objective for excellence.
We are looking to expand our international team with ambitious, detail-oriented Research & Talent Acquisition
Specialists seeking a new, interesting and dynamic challenge supporting our Consultants and Managing Partners
in identifying top talent for our clients.

“I joined Stanton Chase in 2005 after a successful executive career.
It is so rewarding to communicate with leading executives and
talented candidates every day and help them prepare for the
challenges ahead.”

Who we are
Stanton Chase is a world-renowned
executive search and leadership consulting
firm, partnering with clients around the globe
to build world-class management teams.
Our track record has been proven since
1990 and we are still growing.
Our closely-knit, cooperative structure empowers
our consultants to share expertise and work together.
We successfully access international markets to match
executive and management needs with the best talent
around the world.
Recognized as industry leaders with deep roots in
our respective communities, each of our offices is locally
owned. This brings with it an entrepreneurial spirit
unparalleled in the field of executive search.

Connected to the World
Stanton Chase International has steadily expanded its
network from inception in 1990 to our current footprint
of 72 offices in 45 countries, with over
350 specialized consultants. Thereby, we are perfectly
positioned to serve the growing demand for global
leadership across all major industry sectors and
functions. Our locally-ownedoffice structure provides
in-depth market knowledge and entrepreneurial
incentives to comb the world for top leadership talent.
We foster each local office to develop their own client
rosters and market their expert knowledge of the
distinct, individual cultures, effectively leveraging our
global reach. Our commitment to prosperity of our
organization and people is assured: thanks to our highly
collaborative, interdependent network of offices, our
specialists are able to place world-class talent at the ideal
position for the perfect fit, anywhere in the world.

Who we are
Unique Industry Specialization

Among the Top 20 Executive Search Firms

Our nine Global Industry Specialization Groups
provide expertise in every major industry, while
our four Functional Specialty Practice Groups
provide extraordinary competences in our
consultative services.

International ranking by Search Consult, ERN
and Hunt Scanlon all recognize Stanton Chase
as among the Top 20 Executive Search Firms
in terms of reputation and market share.

Stanton Chase is now offering a unique opportunity
to join our Market Research team. We encourage
collaboration and provide the resources necessary
to support the development of market research
and talent acquisition strategies based on your
understanding of client needs and market sector
expertise. This is a unique opportunity to apply
your corporate or agency recruitment experience,
or other related experience, to its fullest extent in
the rewarding career of executive search services.

Our trademark is Quality and Cooperation
with the necessary sense of Urgency.

#11 in Global Ranking (Search Consult)
#9 in Global Ranking (ERN)
Top 20 by reputation (Hunt Scanlon)
#4 Market Share in North America (Search Consult)
#5 Market Share in South America (Search Consult)
We are members of the AESC Association of Executive
Search Consultants, ensuring our adherence to an
international Code of Ethics and Professional Practice
Guidelines. Additionally, we are members of the 30%
Club, confirming our global focus on diversity, inclusion
and credo “Unity From Diversity”.

How we work
Each local branch has an equal share in
the international holding company Stanton
Chase International N.V. and our Board is
duly elected. Our symbiotic, interdependent
culture affords us the benefits of low
overhead, limited bureaucracy, maximum
flexibility and, perhaps most importantly
of all, mutual trust.
Our core business is retained search (no
contingency), facilitated by a well-structured
and robust referral system.
Rewards, remuneration and recognition are
based on a system of Meritocracy: ability,
talent, competence, motivation and effort.

All of our consultants are specialized in one or more
of our nine Global Industry Specializations and four
Functional Specialty Practices to ensure the highest
expertise in every search, while our Marketing,
Methodology and Audit Committees ensure best
practices in client service and delivery.
International Partners Meetings are organized
twice a year for our consultants to meet and share
experiences and practices, as well as to advance
joint client development. This is an example of our
global organization and an opportunity for search
professionals to interact with candidates from
around the world.

We deem that encouraging positive
thinking translates to positive outcomes.

How we work
Extensive Cooperation
Concerted teamwork and lasting relationships between
partners and clients enable access to
world-class candidates for all our client assignments.
Our localized partners are motivated to work closely
together, far beyond borders, in pursuance of our clientfirst approach.

Access to Top Talent Globally

“Working in such a dynamic environment has made my new career
as a Research & Talent Acquisition specialist even more rewarding.
I believe I can say this also for the candidates we have placed
and the clients who have entrusted us.”

Our worldwide network not only enables, but ensures
a large share of cross-border (indeed across the world)
hirings for top leadership assignments. Through
the close communications between our consultants
worldwide and our networked systems, we assure that
we tap into each relevant market.

We nurture relationships with clients,
candidates and our local partners through
solid ethics, professionalism, consultative process
and our commitment to assembling world-class
leadership teams.

Stanton Chase is guided by the highest
principles, values and ethics. We foster
our colleagues’ personal and professional
growth, valuing transparency and the
responsiveness to access knowledge
from all corners of the globe.
Our success in this ethic is best demonstrated
in the fact that 70% of our fees are derived
from repeat business with existing clients.

Who are we looking for?
Stanton Chase enables ambitious
professionals to further their careers
with a uniquely cooperative network
of search consultants across the globe.
You already have a head start toward your career
with Stanton Chase as a Research & Talent Acquisition
Specialist if the following applies to you:

“It is a pleasure to work with a company with such bright people
and high standards of professionalism. Stanton Chase is a dream
workplace – our spirit, flexibility and diversity is more meaningful
than I could have ever imagined.”

•
•
•
•

You are action-oriented & flexible
You possess strong interpersonal communication skills
You are compelling with the ability to influence others
You exude clarity, knowledge, and an understanding
of client and candidate needs in verbal and written
communication

• You possess the ability to gain trust while developing
& nurturing relationships with candidates and clients

• You have the ability to work with a sense
of urgency under high pressure

• You demonstrate project management skills and
strong commitment to timeframes and deadlines

• You appreciate a dynamic and collegial
work environment that spans the globe.
Whether you are a corporate or agency recruiter,
HR professional, or experienced market research
professional, Stanton Chase offers you a true
step forward.

Job Duties & Responsibilities
Search Strategy & Talent Identification
• Create targeted candidate sourcing strategies
using a variety of market intelligence resources
to identify, locate, contact and qualify potential
candidates based upon specific position criteria and
requirements.

• Participate in the search “kick-off” meeting with
clients and consultants to establish and clarify
position requirements.

• Collaborate with the client and consultant in
the drafting of the official Position Profile / Job
Specification.

• Network for candidates externally using a variety
of resources, as well as internally throughout the
Stanton Chase global network.

• Develop active & passive candidate pipelines
for current and pending executive-level search
assignments.

Candidate Development & Recruitment LifeCycle Management
• Conduct preliminary candidate screening and
evaluation followed by the presentation of highlydetailed and personalized candidate summaries
for consultant and client consideration.

• Prepare assignment progress reports / status reports
that include market intelligence for the consultant
and client for the duration of the market research
process.

• Provide support to the Stanton Chase Consultant
leading the search with regard to ongoing candidate
communication and interview scheduling.

• Assist in obtaining professional references,
background check and degree verification
information.

• Ensure that all candidate information and status
updates are current in the candidate tracking
database.

• Engage in ongoing business development,
client relation and retention initiatives.

What makes us different?
Although we are a large, multinational search firm, our
consultants, in collaboration with the Research & Talent
Acquisition teams, have the freedom to take advantage
of their individual expertise and contacts to generate the
right candidates for the right fit, without overburdening
off limits restrictions.
The entrepreneurial spirit and accountability of local
ownership ensures our focused reactions to the needs
of our clients.

• Deeply-engrained culture of friendship and teamwork

Clients choose Stanton Chase because

• We are a thorough, trustworthy, attentive
and diligent partner for their business.

• We interact with them more often, on a more
personal level.

• Full transparency between offices and among clients

• We are a global provider with a local focus.

• Entrepreneurial spirit and independent work ethic

• We bring candidates that fit better and are

• Flexible structure serving the needs of both regionally
and internationally organized clients

“Being part of Stanton Chase has allowed me to work with and learn
from people from the furthest corners of the globe.”

Our company structure and cohesion in
teamwork makes for quick decision-making.

• Extensive immersion - knowing the client, their
business and culture

• Adaptable fee structure, in line with local practices
and conditions

• Customized search tools and resources to assist
with every search

more loyal.

• Our transparency is paramount as we share
information and issues openly.

Why join us?
Stanton Chase has grown from its four core
offices in 1990, to our current 72 offices in
45 countries. We ascribe this prodigious
growth and success to our continuous,
uncompromising objective for excellence.

“Stanton Chase gave me the opportunity to expand my scope beyond
the boundaries of my region. Cooperating with expert colleagues
on the other side of the globe has been a rewarding experience.”

Stanton Chase provides a highly dynamic, genuinely
collegial environment within a global organization. Our
entrepreneurial structure provides the support and
resources needed to identify, locate, screen
and present the top talent that our clients require and
that we are uniquely qualified to present.

• Discover your potential.
• Work with industry leaders, and be
a leader yourself.

• Face challenges, push your boundaries.
• Explore new cultures, experience the world.
• Keep learning, continue growing.

We look forward to working with you on
developing your career as a search professional.

Join now!
To explore your opportunity with Stanton Chase,
and to speak to one of our specialists, please go to our website.

www.stantonchase.com/join-stanton-chase

Asia/Pacific • Auckland • Bangalore • Beijing • Chennai • Hong Kong
Kolkata • Mumbai • New Delhi • Seoul • Shanghai • Singapore • Sydney • Tokyo
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